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Press Release Builder

Want the best results from your press releases?  Take a few minutes and tap into Business 
Wire’s powerful new optimization tool.

It’s not just about writing press releases anymore.  To get the best 
results, you need to build them with search engines, robots and real live 
readers in mind.   How?

By learning and using Business Wire’s Press Release Builder --              
a powerful, free tool available to all Business Wire and EON: Enhanced 
Online News users.

What can Press Release Builder do for me?
Press Release Builder (PRB) coaches you on how to search engine 
optimize (SEO) your press release.  Resembling a blog interface, PRB 
lets you type directly into content fields designed specifically for search 
engines or upload a Word document that will populate those fields. PRB 
also guides you through a keyword identification and analysis process, 
then suggests, based on industry best practices, where and how often 
to plug those keywords into your press release to have the optimum 
chances of online visibility.

How long does it take to use the Press Release Builder?
It depends.   It can take 10 minutes or two hours, depending on you, 
your level of understanding, your organization’s communications goals, 
and the speed of your Internet connection, among other things.  
Generally budget 45 – 60 minutes the first time you use it, until you get 
the hang of it.

What else can Press Release Builder do?
PRB allows for HTML formatting--including the ability to hyperlink words 
or phrases, apply font styles (e.g.  bold and italics) and insert HTML 
tables and lists. We know that stylized text and well-utilized links can 
increase the chances of your press release being found online, so why 
not use them?   And formatting remains intact when distributed over 
Business Wire's NX delivery system or posted on EON: Enhanced 
Online News.

Can the Press Release Builder write my release for me?
Sorry, no dice.  Valuable, well written content is what makes press 
releases worth doing, and is something only you can do. Building them 
out for search engine optimization and maximum online visibility is 
where we step in.  But we have lots of free tips.

What are you waiting for?

Get busy and learn to use the Press Release Builder today. 
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Press Release Builder’s easy blog-style 
interface makes it simple for you to 
craft your release, offering in-depth tips 
for each element.

The built-in Keyword Analysis Tool helps 
you build a press release that’s more 
visible to search engines and web users.


